
BCG MATRIX OF KELLOGS

Kellogg's company, also known as, Kellogg and was formerly known as Kellogg's of Battle Creek founded by, two
brothers, will Keith Kellogg.

The firm can achieve the stated aim with business objectives. S specialty segment comes in to the fold of Cash
cows; this segment represent services of food away from home channel. S snacks segment, which include the
following products; Cereal bar, fruit flavored snacks, cookies and savory snacks, U. The firms has to follow
the market needs and to be successful they should offer the best product at the best price. In this case the
company has to invest a lot of money to increase the market share. This engages completely different
customers that appreciate fashion. Substitute relative price and performance and transition cost. As an example
people have less income so they cannot buy expressive food. This information is used to help companies
develop effective marketing strategies. S snacks is incorporated in to the category of stars. However, it has
high growth rate. They have medium power when buying from the suppliers because to have the finished
product they have to pay for the raw materials to suppliers. The more traditional are banks equity investors and
also they can apply for government grants. Retrenchment and liquidation strategies should be executed on
such segments. With that he wants increase the association between physical activity and Kellogg. It shows
the position of each company on the four quadrant graph in terms of company relative market share and
industry sale growth rate. Dogs comprises of those segments which have low industry growth rate and low
market share. It has production units in 18 countries; its geographical segments and target markets are in
counties. And also Kellogg has to use of specific guidance for materials. In the UK the number of consumer is
going to increase. Europe segment also falls in to the stars category. Kellogg wanted to place the product in all
over the world but they failed with their plan in India. They use the best IT specialist. The continuing
investments in dogs do not promise returns and hence these are the better strategic options.


